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				            An entirely typical exchange at work: 



PM: How long would it take to build an application that collates Gubblefluffs and exports them as a PDF?



ME: Hard to say. What’s a Gubblefluff?



PM: Nothing complex. Its basically an object with some stuff in.



ME: Erm, okay. So I’ll define a Gubblefluff object plus methods to add edit and delete, then for each Gubblefluff have it write a line to a PDF.



PM: It will need to email that PDF to somebody.



ME: Okay, cool. “Gubblefluffs-by-email” should take about a day.



6 hours later…



ME: I’ve done Gubblefluffs-to-pdf, I’m not clear on what’s in a Gubblefluff but I’ve made it flexible so it can take almost anything.



PM: No, a Gubblefluff can ONLY be one of 4 Snigglefingers plus a timestamp and some JSON.



ME: What? Right. Okay. What’s a Snigglefinger?



PM: (sighs) A Snigglefinger is the collection of relevant Babelsets.



ME: Babelsets?



PM: Yeah, a user can have any number of Babelsets but they must correspond to one of the four types of Snigglefingers.



ME: There are users!?



PM: Of course!



ME: But I’ve not coded anything for users.



PM: Shit. I’ve told the client they can have it today. How long to add in users?



ME: And Babelsets, and Snigglefingers and the new Gubblefluff rules?



PM: Yeah.



6 days later…



ME: This is done now. It’s a beast but it works. Who should it email the PDFs to?



PM: Client X, plus cc to Y and bcc to Z.



ME: What? It doesn't support CC and BCC!



1 hour later…



ME: This is done. I’ve tested it and sent you a copy of the PDF it generates.



PM: Okay thanks. Is the cron running daily?



ME: What cron?



…



ME: Okay, so the cron’s running once a day at 8pm.



PM: Oh, it’ll need to be at 3:15pm. That’s when we’ve told the client they’ll get it.



ME: Right. I’ll change it...



PM: Also, the PDF you sent me looks nothing like the visual.



ME: What visual?

...
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				            teacher gives a question in a test :  can you save a word document as a pdf.



me :Yes 



teacher :that is wrong 



me : shows her how to do it..



teacher : "oh well "
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				            Just called Asus for a problem with my router, went to send them my systemlog.txt for analysis



"Oh we don't have an email you can send that to"



Me: "(me calling bullshit) let me talk to the tech team.."



*Get transferred*



"Hello this is the supervisor"



Me: "fml"



"Ya we don't have an email you can send that to, but we can use a different departments verification services to get a file from you, has to be a picture though"



Me: "What? I got a .txt file here, I just want to get it to you, does it really have to be a picture?"



"Has to be a picture or a PDF, we can't take txt files"



Me: "fkin.. srsly? Fine"



I can't believe Asus's system srsly. I think it's for virus protection, but viruses can be embedded in both picture formats and PDF, but not in txt. So wtf is going on lol
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				            Sure I've said this before, but I was once asked to embed a video in a pdf so people could print it...
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				            Me: can you send me the link to the pdf?

Coworker: sure: "file:///c:/users/dipshit/fuckme.pdf"

Me: FML...
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				            The S in PDF stands for standardized.
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				            Receives email from warranty guy in work.



Warranty: "Hi, see attached scan in PDF form.

I normally fill the boxes in manually, scan as pdf to myself and then email it on to the higher ups, but they now say they need it in excel form from now on! Can you convert it for me?"



Me: "It looks like your scan's quality isn't good enough for a convert to excel.

Where do you get the original form?

Is it from a website?"



Warranty: "Hang on and ill send you an email with the file and give you a call"



*receives email and a phone call"



Warranty:

"There you go. Theres an excel sheet in that email. what do i do?"



Me: "So.... just so I understand the question... you just fill in this excel sheet, scan as pdf and send it on... but they want it sent as an excel form and not a pdf?"



"Yes."



"So.... Could you not just fill in the excel sheet and email it to them?"



"What do you mean?"



"....fill in the excel sheet as normal, and go to file, share and email... send the original one on."



"And what would that do?"



"...you... you'd be sending the form as an excel sheet, as requested??"



Warranty: *silence for 10 seconds* Oh, i see now. I get you! You're a genius! Well done for figuring it out. Thanks a million!!"



O.O
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				            Client has asked me to sign an NDA. They've emailed me the NDA and asked that I print two copies of it, one which I must sign and return to them, and the other to keep for myself. Because I'm to print it twice, they've attached two copies of the NDA in PDF form. They're identical, I've checked.
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				            Try to open a new PDF. Adobe says it must restart. I click OK, figuring it just needs to restart the reader itself.



Reboots entire computer instead... For a PDF reader update...



Uninstall time!
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				            None of these people are real.

The “photos” are generated via neural network.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/...
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				            Teacher: Make a PPT presentation on *blah blah* with no animations or colors and present it next week.



*Next week*

I go and connect my laptop and open my presentation in a PDF file.

Teacher: Wait! You are using pdf. I said ppt.

Me: Yeah, you said no animations and a pdf file is much lighter than a ppt file.

Teacher: you are disqualified!



*facepalm*
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				            Parents who, despite clearly seeing a code on my monitor think that I'm playing games, and need to nag me to study cause they "rarely see me with the textbook".

I'm in an IT university and explaining that everything's in PDF or just online doesn't help
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				            Pedophile......

PDF file….......



knowing the difference could save your life
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				            Me:

Please save as pdf and send me by mail.



My Mailbox: PDF.docx



#Girlfriend
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				            pm: our client wants a proprietary pdf compression app.

me: Okay gimme 3 days and some sample PDFs.

pm: they won't supply any sample PDFs because they contain confidential information.

me: okay fine, I'll download some from the interwebs.



** 3 days later **



me: here is the pdf compression app. all done and works with all of about 100 PDFs we tested with.

pm: okay great I'll have the client take a look.



** half and hour later **



pm: the client said that the compression app errors out. 

me: okay I'll go look at the server logs to see what's up.



** 10 seconds later **



me: what the shit is a "foxit phantompdf" file.

pm: it's the proprietary pdf format that they are using.

me: oh joy. I'll go try to find some sample files and see if I can fix it. 



** 1 hour later, no sample files found ** 



pm: got anything?

me: *sobs obnoxiously*
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				            Website: "Here is your PDF! You can download 1 more PDF today. Get unlimited downloads with a PRO account!"



Oh do I?



*deletes cookies and local storage*



*downloads another one*



Website: "Here is your PDF! You can download 1 more PDF today"
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				            Adobe Reader everywhere
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				            My dad came with a windows laptop and asked me to convert a lot of jpg files to pdf on a usb stick (wtf?) he showed to me a tool on the laptop that convert files one by one ... and there is 58 jpg file.

Soooo I unpluged the usb key and pluged it into my linux laptop and ...



for f in *.JPG; do convert "$f" "pdf/$(basename "$f" .JPG).pdf"; done



My dad could not believe I had finished in 5 minutes



Linux Powaaaa !
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				            1. Spend a week learning InDesign and create an awesome resume.

2. Upload and send the PDF resume around with applications.

3. Have ppl ask for a Word file...
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				            "We thought you'd just pick up the PSD files and copy paste them to your site, but it seems that you built it from scratch."



...fucking seriously?
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				            How do you know your IT topic you are googling for is an advanced topic ?



1) There are no ads

2) The 5th result is from a PDF or from The American Constitution
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				            When a customer said that I shouldn't be working with web development since I couldn't put 3D animations in her PDF document.
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				            I once had a client who wanted a system where no matter what type of file someone uploaded we'd make a PDF out of it. I don't mean "print to PDF", I mean like a straight conversion. A picture, a doc file, a speadsheet, an MP3, a video, a CAD file, a .ivt file format you and I make up right now and tell no one else about for storing Iowan votes, anything.



I told him that was impossible.* There are indeed things out there where you can print to a pdf, but it would mean that a program that knows what a .grml file is, and how to represent it on paper, assuming it even can be, is involved in the middle.



He refused to believe me, and found a company where the sales person swore up and down their product could do it. I said "then you explained it wrong" and we went back and forth. It culminated in me being put in contact with THEIR programmer. I explained what he was looking for. Their programmer replied along the lines of "but that's impossible, and also what would a PDF of half these examples even look like?" I basically said "I know, but your guy is telling my guy you can do this, so you need to tell your guy to STFU before we ALL get roped into trying to convert Duke Nukem maps and zip files full of dlls to pdfs."



Luckily it finally died after that, but the whole ordeal took months.



*I'm being direct/blunt for the sake of brevity when recapping what I said, just fill in the usual "talking with a client niceties"
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				            A friend of mine asked me if I could review his code. I said ok and immediately regretted it when he sent me 250 lines of .docx text. In PDF. So I couldn't even copy-paste it.
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				            When Windows 10 opens a PDF with Microsoft Edge.
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				            API documentation in pdf seems like a sure way to spread out dated info about your API.
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				            Public sector. Guy wants to upload a PDF file into our system that exceeds our file size upload limit by a factor of more than 10. The PDF contains a lot of pictures.



His idea: print the hundreds of pages of the PDF on paper in b/w and scan it because b/w takes less space then colored pictures.



I am perplexed. He asked first though, so we could prevent the actual printing.
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				            People sending text documents in .doc format... what is fucking wrong with you?! Word has even had a build in .pdf converter for decades!?
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				            Why Pdf is a new religion:

Pdf is complicated.

Pdf is ubiquitous.

Everyone follows their own conventions and calls it a standardised pdf.

Conversion from pdf to any other format is problematic.



Keep adding to the list...
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				            When someone sends me a .docx with bugs, I feel like sending them a .js file with the fixes.
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				            So my local job center had me convert my LaTeX CV into Word format, as apparently PDF is to techy for them.
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				            Bought a second hand e-reader and now importing nearly 1k of PDF files into Calibre's library.



Its taking huge amounts of ram and my laptop started freezing.



~$ nano clean.sh



while :

do

          sudo sync; echo 3 > /proc/sys/vm/drop_caches

done



~$ chmod +x clean.sh

~$ ./clean.sh



👌
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				            So lately I’ve been sending an http request with ajax instead of using classic form submit. Pdf and images need to be converted into byte64 string then send it to the backend, problem is if the size gets too big chrome crashes and showed me ‘Aw snap’, but it works on firefox. Thr file is size could be 3 to 100 mb (for pdf). So my question; is this my problem or just browser limitation?
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				            I love my wife, God bless her, sent her a pdf file via email.  Couple of hours later she replied with (and only) 'Can't view the PDF document'

That's it.  No reason why, nothing.  I was afraid to respond and ask why.  "Oh..I accidentally knocked your laptop on the floor and it caught on fire, so I dumped a bucket of water on it."  rolled around in my head a few times.

I get home, open the email, click on the document, opened just fine.

Me: "Um, why couldn't open the attachment?"

Wife: "Attachment?  What did you do?  It wouldn't open for me."

Me: "I just clicked the file.  What did you do?"

Wife: "Oh.  Supper is ready, help me set the table."

It was all I could do from screaming "OMG!  THIS IS NOT THE FIRST ATTACHMENT I HAVE SENT YOU!!"

She made me baked chicken breasts marinated in Italian dressing and some other spices with melted cheese...big baked potato, pile of mix veggies......mmm...so all is forgiven.
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				            >Friend: I want to download a PDF file from the internet but it doesn't work :-( :-( :-(

>Me: I'll have a look. Can you send me the link?

>Friend: Thank u :-*

>Friend: file:///C:/Users/...
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				            Sending one big PDF with character analysises of everyone in the company to  all of us, from apprentice to founder. He had even brought cake, but the boss threw it out the window and made the guy leave the moment he read that mail 😂
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				            Today a user printed a pdf my system produced, scanned the printed pages and mailed the scan as pdf..... To me... 

I'm physically hurting from seeing it...
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				            So, our SMART Dean decided to have the collage WiFi MONITORED instead of blocking  INAPPROPRIATE sites as blocked sites are easy to tackle...

 What we did? Hosted a site using free hosting server with codes to simply get INAPPROPRIATE videos, split, and rename them and change the extension to PDF...

 OUR COLLAGE WI-FI IS EXPERIENCING HUGE DOWNLOADS OF EBOOKS NOW!!! 😎😎😎😎
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				            Client: We want an application such that our users can view the 3D rendering of the building we are constructing for them

PM: That's quite easy, we'll get it done

Client: Oh, and the output should be a PDF document, such that they can view the 3D rendering on a PDF reader on the go

PM: That's not a problem, it'll be done



--Right back at the office--

PM: Hey guys, this is our new project....(rants on)

Lead Dev: (in a world of indescribable world) You mean you agreed to that? That's impossible

PM: Just get it done



I wish non coding PM's asked their devs before agreeing to some alien like features
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				            So today my boss forwards me this pdf a client sent with some requests
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				            Client: You are bad developers. Your code has bugs and the site isn't even pretty. And why is it so damn expensive??

Us: ...



Same client (a month later): I need this campaign landing page with the option to register and an admin for user management. It should be done till the day after tomorrow because the URL is already in print. Here's the catalogue (in .pdf) in which it will appear. Use it as a style guide.



FUCK YOU!
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				            Me: For your approval *link to DropBox PDFs*

Client: Can you send that to me as PDF? 

😬😬😬
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				            I was once asked to embed a movie into a PDF..
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				            How do i save a Word document?

How do i convert it to a pdf?

What is a pdf at all?

How to put all those things on a usb?

Why is this Pc not working?



I should start to charge by Minute...
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				            Fucking evopdf, I spent 2 days trying to figure out why the fuck my js isn't rendering the html for printing. I created the structure in html already, and it's rendered perfectly with js DOM, when evopdf ran from backend it shows nothing, tried not using external script, tried to put value one by one, it works, my css is also broken, thanks fucker, the client only asked to directly download the html page instead of save as PDF. I thought why the fuck not?



evo pdf modified my CSS element for some odd reason, flex and grid got messed up, page width also fucked along with font size, doesn't support some javascript function. I shit you not the .after and let doesn't work. Fucking garbage



Edit: it worked now, but I spend hours today rewriting everything just to looks decent and it still looks like shit fml
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				            You can kill me for this... 

I've one old printer and and I wanted to print some pages. So I did following steps



1. Plugged printers power cable and turned it on.

2. Connected included cable to printer. 

3. Opened PDF and tried to print

4. Did step 3 for fucking 20minutes



What went wrong?

I fucking forgot to connect USB cable to my fucking laptop. FML...
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				            My System Analysis professor wants to fail me because I refuse to store PDF files in the database in my project. 



He wants me to store THE WHOLE BINARY FILE in the database instead of on the filesystem. 



When I tried to explain why that would be bad, he interrupted me and began the "you think you know more than I do? I've been teaching this for X years" speech. 



How do such people become professors?
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				            Was asked to make an e-sign system that manipulates PDFs to insert an image and the date at different coordinates on x number of different pages.



200 hours later, it was done. Now I'm the PDF guy
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				            I have a client who wants his website to look like a goddamn PDF. I'm really considering making his site in a Word document, exporting it as a huge image and just slapping it in the HTML.



Fucking motherfucker. I should charge more for dealing with this bullshit.
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				            After finishing up a resume on Photoshop:



"Please submit a Word or PDF file not more than 2MB."
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				            I was just browsing for freelancing jobs, found a NodeJs one that didn't sound like crap.



> Plz download attached project description



Ok *download and open PDF*



>Comic sans all over the place with blue and purple font color



NOPE!
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				            Client: "Can you make this output PDF responsive?"



I'm done...
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				            Should I print and scan the PDF to you?
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				            OH: Can you un-pdf this for me?
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				            A friend asks me for help with one of her subjects in college (She is taking a degree on Communication sciences):

Her: "Hey! Can you help me with Java next semester? I am going to have a subject about that..."

Me: "Java in your degree? Strange... You sure it's Java?"

Her: "Yes, I'm sure! I've talked to some people of my degree and they said it is Java. Can you help me?"

Me: "Okay! Do you have any documentation so that I can check what you are going to learn about Java?"

*She sends a PDF*

I open the PDF and the first page says: "Introduction to JavaScript".
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				            Docx is supported but pdf is not?
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				            I got the following question from the client:



After last batch of changes the name of the downloaded file is now `<file name > (2).pdf`, can it be like before, without `(2)`
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				            Oh man, today just gets better and better...



Manager: * Creates ticket, which has a link to a shared pdf, with each page being a link to another ticket in our JIRA with unrelated bugs of what we are currently working on. *



fullStackClown: I'm closing this ticket and putting this feedback in the original ticket that I assigned to you to review days ago.



Manager: Rages like a little baby and removes my access to said shared pdf.



fullStackClown: Welp, looks like I'm done for the day! Cheers!
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				            My first research publication! 😀



http://serialsjournals.com/serialjo...



Also at:



http://kaustubh.tech/docs/...
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				            For all of you out there sitting infront of a computer all day, here's a handy pdf to help fix you're sitting posture and various other stuffs. Cheers :)



Fixing the computer guy posture: 

http://kaasplateau.com/stretches.pd...
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				            Working with a delivery ordering API. Response:

Shipping label type: PDF

Label: base64encoded string



I was like, that's easy, literally two lines of code. Proceeds to convert and save the file. Then on open, bam! Format ubreadable. What the actual fuck?! Found an online converter, and tried to convert it to pdf, to see if I was missing something, but the results was the same.



Then checked the decoded string. First 3 characters: GIF



Well fuck you too! This carrier uses GIF's for it's shipping labels for 2years at least, how hard is it to change that in your fucking api response, you pice of shitbag.
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				            Client gets an error message. Proceeds to write the error message on a piece of paper, scans the paper in as PDF and attaches the document to an email to tech support.
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				            Email: "We just launched our new web interface! It's so much easier to use, and should make life a lot easier for our users."



Me: Oh good this thing has been unusable since I've been working here. How do I get on the new version? Better read on...



"Download this PDF for more information!"



Erm... ok.



In the (20 page) PDF: "Email this address@example.com to get the URL!"



ffs ok



email: "Thank you for emailing us, you username is benoliver999, your password is 'passow0rd' and the url is in this attached PDF



god help me



(50 page) PDF: "Remember to disable pop up blocker, ad-block and to install Flash"



Today I have started building my own version of this product so we can stop using these idiots.



As an aside, the username 'admin' also had a password of 'passow0rd'...
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				            Professor: You may use all the offline material on your computer while taking the exam



Me: Downloads 50 stack overflow and tutorials point pages as PDF just in case I get an error I can't solve or forget basic syntax



At least we don't have to do it on paper...



I hate the thought of getting stuck on something that would require 5 seconds of Googling to solve during an exam :/
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				            Dream Project?



A script that remotely destroys all fax machines used by my clients so that they are forced to use vFax/fax2email/emailing their fucking PDF, etc.
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				            Okay I just had the first good experience of my college career (It's my last semester)



Professor put the PDF versions of all the textbooks in their syllabus.



Swear to god I nearly came.



Good job, professor.
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				            When you create your CV in HTML/CSS print as PDF and attach that to the job application,  because word is annoying you with its lack of layout abilities.



I just wanted this bit of text over there ---> 

but no, I have to go make a text box, position that thing in an "absolute" way and have it still be wrong when exporting as PDF.



Really how hard is it to let me build a nice layout 😒
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				            Client: “I’ve attached a screenshot of the issue.”



The “screenshot” is a printout of the website, with no annotations detailing what the issue is, scanned back in at a 90° rotation and saved as a PDF 😄
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				            Just found this. (Download as PDF)

Thanks MS.
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				            I'm doing my CV in Vue with Bulma and everything is all nice and neat. I have a nice and neat 'skills' section that you can see pictured, and it's nice and neat. However, what is not very nice and neat is Firefox (and chrome's) print to PDF thing which ignore the nice little semi meaningless dots that I have, which is so fucking asdfghjkl;
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				            Sigh. This again.



We have Windows users complaining all the time about having their settings reset for each update. Then again, I don't remember default applications on Linux not breaking as soon as you are looking the other way. Why do I have to clarify that I don't want to open text files in LTSpice, or that nobody should ever want to launch first Wine, then Chromium for every PDF file?
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				            Boss: We should use Adobe ColdFusion for our next project

Me: Why?

Boss: Because it's the only programming language that can generate PDF. In our next project we will be generating a lot of PDF receipts on daily basis

Me: Oh no!
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				            Dank Learning, Generating Memes with Deep Learning !! 



Now even machine can crack jokes better than Me 😣



https://web.stanford.edu/class/...
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				            Here nerds. Here are some Dev Books for free! 



Http://Goalkicker.com - Has like 50 categories of developing Languages and tools notes. iOS pdf has 800 pages. Java has 900! 



And if youre living under a rock, here's a github repo of 1,044 PDFS (last I checked) - https://github.com/tpn/pdfs 



Go learn something!
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				            Me: why are we paying for OCR when the API offers both json and pdf format for the data?

Manager: because we need to have the data in a PDF format for reporting to this 3rd party

Me: sure, but can we not just request both json and PDF from the vendor (it’s the same data). send the json for the automated workflow (save time, money and get better accuracy) and send the PDF to the 3rd party?

Manager: we made a commercial decision to use PDF, so we will use PDF as the format.

Me: but ...
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				            One thing that really pisses me off about windows 10 is that it randomly reverts default PDF program to Edge!!!111111111one!!111
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				            - The PDF you are sending is wrong - said the boss.

- Why? -

- Client says that it is not complete. -

I check the pdf, nothing missing.

- I don't understand -

- The client only sees a part of it, this corner -

- Client should zoom out pdf reader -
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				            "Could you please send a PSD or EPS for vectors, I only have the PDF."



-________-""""
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				            !rant



Coding is like having superpowers.

For instance: For school i have to read 8 books and I have limited time and motivation. What I did? I wrote a program that filters the text from a pdf or epub and converted it to spoken text with gtts (Google Text To Speech).



Now all I have to to is to listen to the story and relax..
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				            I previously worked as a Linux/unix sysadmin. There was one app team  owning like 4 servers accessible in a very speciffic way.

* logon to main jumpbox

* ssh to elevated-privileges jumpbox

* logon to regional jumpbox using custom-made ssh alternative [call it fkup]

* try to fkup to the app server to confirm that fkup daemon is dead

* logon to server's mgmt node [aix frame]

* ssh to server directly to find confirm sshd is dead too

* access server's console

* place root pswd request in passwords vault, chase 2 mangers via phone for approvals [to login to the vault, find my request and aprove it]

* use root pw to login to server's console, bounce sshd and fkupd

* logout from the console

* fkup into the server to get shell.



That's not the worst part... Aix'es are stable enough to run for years w/o needing any maintenance, do all this complexity could be bearable.



However, the app team used to log a change request asking to copy a new pdf file into that server every week and drop it to app directory, chown it to app user. Why can't they do that themselves you ask? Bcuz they 'only need this pdf to get there, that's all, and we're not wasting our time to raise access requests and chase for approvals just for a pdf...'



oh, and all these steps must be repeated each time a sysadmin tties to implement the change request as all the movements and decisions must be logged and justified.



Each server access takes roughly half an hour. 4 servers -> 2hrs. 



So yeah.. Surely getting your accesses sorted out once is so much more time consuming and less efficient than logging a change request for sysadmins every week and wasting 2 frickin hours of my time to just copy a simple pdf for you.. Not to mention that threr's only a small team of sysadmins maintaining tens of thousands of servers and every minute we have we spend working. Lunch time takes 10-15 minutes or so.. Almost no time for coffee or restroom. And these guys are saying sparing a few hours to get their own accesses is 'a waste of their time'... 



That was the time I discovered skrillex.
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				            Nothing big, but the time I felt the most useful and awesome guy in the world was when I wrote a script creating PDF cover letters from a csv file with contacts names for my gf. A bit of Latex and python, a few hours to make it resilient to special characters, but the look of relief (she would have done it by hand) and admiration in her eyes truly made me feel proud :)
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				            Need my vaccine receipt to go to a wedding. And I’m in line to get the pdf document. On the one hand this is some cool implementation for a load balancer, on the other hand this so strange… be online in a line to get a document -.0
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				            TL;DR, I do node.js now.



__________________



There's much I was working on the past weeks. First of all some of you may know I don't work in IT and therefore always am learning how to make things easier in my workspace with tech. And my boss once told me how annoyed he is converting stuff to PDF for easier sending via mail.



Then I started to build PDF converter with

PHP and the Laravel framework. My first steps into it succeeded and I could even deploy my Pdf-wizard website, but everything feels like a hustle and making this application bigger don't really seems like a enjoyable task for me.



I tried the same stuff with Node.js then. It was damn good. It was simple, because there are plenty of packages wich do this tasks on NPM. Afterwards I spent some time on doing research and ended up learning Express Framework.



This brought new inspiration to me and I wanted to share this with you guys.
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				            Germany trying to fight Covid with digital tools (at least not another app today): registered for a test with QR-Code, Webform and E-Mail. After being tested by friendly people, I received an email that contains a link to a download of a PDF document.



Inside the PDF, a QR code, and a bureaucratic text like during the time of the Prussian emperor: "Bescheinigung über das Vorliegen eines positiven oder negativen Tests (Antigen Schnelltest) zum Nachweis des SARS-CoV-2 Virus".



Okay, we have a national "Corona Warn App" using Google's bluetooth based distancing detection, that also allows to add a test by scanning a QR code.



Scanned the code, got



"QR code is invalid". 



Despite the unfriendly UX writing and the unhelpful description, another proof of the state of digitalization in Germany in 2021.



I am not even surprised.



At least my test result is negative.
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				            Malware found in famous pdf scanner app camscanner

https://thehackernews.com/2019/08/...
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				            Writing a custom PDF parser from scratch. Hehe fuuuuuuck me
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				            Tldr: hilariois scam website is hilarious



Today I saw a website that was obviously a scam, but it was quite hilarious: it said you could download an ebook and they tried to trick the user into clicking the fake download links. It was a textbook for engineering and at the botom of the page they had those fake user comments that encouraged people to du those things you are asked for after clicking the wrong download button (like entering your bank info). They described how their friends couldn't believe what an awesome book they got for free and so on and that they really loved reading it. Reading an engineering textbook. Also, and that made me lol quite hard: they discribed the condition of the book as "used with a few water marks". A fucking pdf with water marks...
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				            Designed a logo for client. Sent him an EPS, JPEG, and PNG..

Client: "Can you send me a PDF instead?"



Why the fuck would he want a PDF? O.o
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				            Holy shit.



I went to uninstall Adobe Acrobat because our organization uses another PDF reader and now I keep getting annoying pop-ups from Adobe like "update failed" and "license expired".



This PDF READER... USES 7.1 GIGABYTES OF STORAGE.



We talk about Video games being bloated today but HOLY FUCK. This is literally JUST A PDF READER WHAT THE FUCK.



Can't do screenshot cus work PC.
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				            Converting a .docx to .pdf in c# is a pain in the tits.



(Without paying or using office obvs)
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				            When your Program prints a PDF two times. What the Client thinks what happend:

myDocument.printTwoTimes();



When you review your Code:

This shouldn't even print once! How is any of this even working?



Happend to me today at work :D
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				            TL;DR: Printers suck. MS-Word sucks.



Yesterday I wanted to print a few participation certificates for my blender project students.



*Turns on printer, runs downstairs, gets paper, runs upstairs, puts paper in*



So I tried to print in word. Nothing happened. Printer was online. I checked queue: Nothing.



*a couple of tries later*



Okay, fuck it! I export it as a pdf and open it in edge (8 times. 8 documents. Edge is a neat pdf-viewer, fight me). I press print on one. It works. I print the others and check: They look shit. The images look like 25% resolution and 50% jpg compression. I check word.



It by default exports in low quality. Yea, thanks for asking me. I export pdfs again and check "high quality". Open them, print. Done.



These were like 30 wasted minutes and print color. And paper.



Btw they look fucking neat. I can't show them right now but gradient text headline, project name is a rendered and edited 3D object :D
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				            I really enjoy my old Kindle Touch rather than reading long pdf's on a tablet or desktop. The Kindle is much easier on my eyes plus some of my pdf's are critical documents needed to recover business processes and systems. During a power outage a tablet might only last a couple of days even with backup power supplies, whereas my Kindle is good for at least 2 weeks of strong use.

 

Ok, to get a pdf on a Kindle is simple - just email the document to your Kindle email address listed in your Amazon –Settings – Digital Content – Devices - Email. It will be <<something>>@kindle.com.

 

But there is a major usability problem reading pdf's on a Kindle. The font size is super tiny and you do not have font control as you do with a .MOBI (Kindle) file. You can enlarge the document but the formatting will be off the small Kindle screen. Many people just advise to not read pdf's on a Kindle. devRanters never give up and fortunately there are some really cool solutions to make pdf's verrrrry readable and enjoyable on a Kindle

 

There are a few cloud pdf- to-.MOBI conversion solutions but I had no intention of using a third party site my security sensitive business content. Also, in my testing of sample pdf's the formatting of the .MOBI file was good but certainly not great.

 

So here are a couple option I discovered that I find useful:

 

Solution 1) Very easy. Simply email the pdf file to your Kindle and put 'convert' in the subject line. Amazon will convert the pdf to .MOBI and queue it up to synch the next time you are on wireless. The final e-book .MOBI version of the pdf is readable and has all of the .MOBI options available to you including the ability for you to resize fonts and maintain document flow to properly fit the Kindle screen. Unfortunately, for my requirements it did not measure-up to Solution 2 below which I found much more powerful.

 

Solution 2) Very Powerful. This solution takes under a minute to convert a pdf to .MOBI and the small effort provides incredible benefits to fine tune the final .MOBI book. You can even brand it with your company information and add custom search tags. In addition, it can be used for many additional input and output files including ePub which is used by many other e-reader devices including The Nook.

 

The free product I use is Calibre.  Lots of options and fine control over documents. I download it from calibre-ebook.com. Nice UI. Very easy to import various types of documents and output to many other types of formats such as .MOBI, ePub, DocX, RTF, Zip and many more. It is a very powerful program. I played with various Calibre options and emailed the formatted .MOBI files to my Kindle. The new files automatically synched to the Kindle when I was wireless in seconds. Calibre did a great job!! 

 

The formatting was 99.5% perfect for the great majority of pdf’s I converted and now happily read on my Kindle. Calibre even has a built-in heuristic option you can try that enables it to figure out how to improve the formatting of the raw pdf.  By default it is not enabled. A few of the wider tables in my  business continuity plans I have to scroll on the limited Kindle screen but I was able to minimize that by sizing the fonts and controlling the source document parameters.

 

Now any pdf or other types of documents can be enjoyed on a light, cheap, super power efficient e-reader. Let me know if this info helped you in any way.
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				            Abstracted PDF generation is hell.
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				            After three weeks looking for decent pdf parser that will handle all documents I gathered for my project I decided to write my own. 

All those I tried end up with more then 10% not correctly parsed pdfs or require to much coding.

I was sceptic so I waited another week debating if it’s good idea to do it and I said yes.



Spent 16 hours straight coding pdf document extraction library and command line tool based on pdf.js 



Fuck, now when I open pdf I see opcodes instead of text.



Got two more hours until client planning meeting and then I go to sleep for a while.



Time to start testing this more deeply as I have about 60k ~ 20GB pdf documents to parse and then I need to build some dependency graph out of its text.



At least it’s more funny then making boring REST API for money.
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				            I'm a stupid twat. Spent at least three hours today, all wasted. I had to update a user manual and change all the branding for a system I've licencesd and going to resell to my dumb clients. There was no original to work from only a pdf. Managed to convert it to word but all the formatting was fucked. So set up some heading and paragraph styles, proper header and footer and auto generate TOC's. I did all this without actually reading it, thought I'd get the formatting and branding out of the way first. So after all that I started the job of editing it and updating it. Quickly realised that PDF I converted was for a different but similar system.  Tommorow is Groundhog Day.
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				            In 2010, it was my first client project. Our architect was not from iOS background, we had editable pdfs in our app. Those were pretty rich pdfs with inline HD images. iPads that time were not too fast and couldn't handle big gb pdf loaded into memory. App would crash randomly running out of memory. We fixed it by paginating pdf, it wasn't out  of the world but considering it was my first mobile project and no one to guide, I thought it was pretty cool what we did there
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				            When you try to reverse engineer some $5 toy but the ICs Datasheet is only in chinese ;-(

And Google translate for pdf sucks.
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				            When a Client is supposed to send you sponsor icons for the new website and all you get is a single PDF file containing all of them. Why ??!! This is even more work to do for them ???!!!
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				            This is very satisfying.
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				            Detecting Agile Bullshit from US Department of Defense



https://media.defense.gov/2018/Oct/...
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				            External Dev. Job aplication website - please attach resume. CLICK. Unknown document format: (your format .pdf, acceptable format .PDF). 🤔
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				            fuck iText.

fuck Aspose.

fuck Adobe.

fuck PDFs.



It will be all too soon if I never have anything to do with programming an app to do PDF generation/manipulation ever again.
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				            I heard good things about Edge recently and thought that I should give it a try for a few days.



I’ve opened the same pdf file in multiple Edge windows and and tabs, each scrolled to a different page.



#1

The middle-mouse button scrolling is broken on half of the windows and tabs. You press the button, you see the scroll mouse curser. But it doesn’t scroll.



#2

Scrolling horizontally to an area which wasn’t visible before, the content there is extremely blurry. Scrolling vertically to different pages doesn’t fix it. Is it the pdf? No. It’s just Edge. Zoom in and out again and the blurriness is fixed for now. Until it comes back later on a random page.



#3

Duplicate another tab and suddenly it crashes all of the tabs and windows of Edge. Now I need to open them all again and scroll to the positions that they were before…



If you think that it was just a one time issue, you are wrong. All of them happened multiple times and after Windows reboots.



I’m back to Firefox again.
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				            A friend just asked me if I can convert a pdf to an image file.

Me: yes sure (easier to do than to ask why)

Me: What format do you want it in JPG or PNG?

Friend: yes

Me: ...



Sometimes it's easier to just do it than to start asking and teaching people how to use computers...
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				            Travelled for some hours today.

While i was on it i remembered a PDF "The Pragmatic Programmer" resting in my phone.

Opened it and read it until the bus reached the destination.

I entered the bus a complete idiot and upon exit i was half Socrates of programming habits. 

Had read some chapters though.



Why didn't i know about it before ?
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				            😭😭😭😭 

I am just starting to realize that I have lost my second favorite programming book on the new years eve night because I was too fucked up to watch a backpack 😢😢😢 stupid drunk me 



(at least I can still download the pdf)
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				            Generating pdf is hell!!! Its like falling back to 2004 regarding css-compliance
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				            I might ditch Firefox for Chrome just for the fact that sometimes it doesn't open a pdf doc rather it just starts downloading it again and again and again until I sign out.
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				            !rant

lmao power pdf a $99 value.
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				            Today, I made someones day in 5 minutes by using my phone camera, a picture to pdf converter, and a wireless capable printer to take a sheet of music in a small book, supersize it, and print it so they could read it without squinting. 



Sometimes I forget how awesome it is to have this technology on demand, and it takes someone who doesn't have it to realize just how cool it is.
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				            We found a binary string on our Loggly server. It's a PDF file .. the entire PDF file, being sent, to our logging service.
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				            jesus christ is there a single pdf editor where i don't have to pay some money to use for something i could download from github right now



🤡🤡🤡
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				            The unsubscribe link on the emails from whois.com redirects you to a fucking PDF with written instructions on how to unsubscribe...

Are you fucking kidding me?



I have to go on your website, login, go through 4 fucking sections in the settings to finally select "NO" in a radio button???

It should be illegal.
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				            Project managers who distribute a task instruction like "add button on page x" into 20 ticket comments (each minimum 1000 chars), 1 pdf from the client, 2 unrelated tl;dr confluence pages, 3 lengthy bullshit management emails (at least 5 people in cc) and end up sending chat messages every hour...
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				            I opened a pdf in macOS today.

It was opened in the default pdf viewer and I could scroll through the pages. Then I accidentally dragged one of the pages in the left area where all of the pages are shown as thumbnails. I was surprised that I can do that, because surely I was just viewing the pdf. Like in a pdf viewer. Like read only.



Imagine my surprise when I closed the pdf, opened it again and found the pages in the wrong order!



It freaking autosaved my accidental drag and drop in the standard app that opens pdfs!

Who the hell thought it was a good idea to do that? That’s insane!
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				            Putting a PDF Form on the Web this morning.



Money is money... but god damn people are fucking stupid.
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				            Wellp, I just had a cowoker send me a screenshot. By that I mean a .pdf of the application we both work on that looks like she somehow manifested the program into the physical world and ran it through an early 90's copier, scanned the resulting piece of paper, and sent me that.
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				            Converting html to a pdf is the worst thing to do ever.
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				            Meet Android, years of development by thousands of developers and still can't open a PDF file downloaded via chrome



'Can't open file'
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				            A client send me his firm logo in .png after .pdf in the first time. The background is white not transparent ...  😓
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				            Worked on PDF creation in PHP all day. Was really intrigued because I never did that before and learned some new stuff. Nevertheless it's pretty annoying and repetitive to build files in this format. So in the end of the day I can't say if I was productive.
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				            it's easier for me to build my cv on a website than arrange a normal paper/pdf one.
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				            How are people writing documents/reports? Markdown/Latex in your fav editor and export to PDF? Word? Pages? Libre Office?



I use Markdown, via VSCode, Bear, iA Writer, Marked and then push to PDF. If I have to, then export to DOCX.
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				            1. Go to Github for you

2. Download the 'codes'

3. Send them as a pdf to you when the code is there in the repo. 

4. Write you a step by step tutorial when there's  a clear README.



YOU LAZY MOTHERFUKCER!
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				            Need to implement something huge on a app that I'm working on.

The design team is not from my company.



All the design that I have is in a PDF that I can't extract the images and they are low res.



How the actual fuck do they expect me to do a good job if I don't even have the design and assets to work with
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				            I was originally looking for a USB print and scanner server, but I ended up getting two Raspberry Pis instead. The Zero W will serve the printer (CUPS for printing and SANE for an online PDF scanning system that I'll create) and I'll use the 3B as a media server. Time to learn some Python 😄
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				            Whenever you feel useless, try to export a HTML page to pdf with java :))
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				            Dear client,

If you provide me a PDF file that you name a design, and don’t provide any info I can’t do much with it.



So I got a PDF design for the program I was building. I tried to rebuild the elements and copy your photos. As you said this was the only file the designer had. But don’t expect me to look for your fonts, sizes etc. And then complain that I need to be more specific in the design...  and sending me by once do I need to ask her something? 



Just f*** off
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				            That feeling of accomplishment when you finally finish that pdf tutorial book of 700 pages and it never became just another took you started. If only I can finish my personal projects now
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				            I fucked up on my grad school essay by sending them the PDF of my college-specific paragraphs. All of them, yes.



 To correct said fuckup, I attached the actual essay, but with a college-specific paragraph meant for another school.



However, I imagine that they saw the wrong essay and then went to the paragraph list and saw the paragraph meant for them?



I MADE TWO DIFFERENT FUCKUPS THAT CANCELLED EACH OTHER OUT AND I GOT ACCEPTED.



????? PROFIT??????
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				            I spent a month trying to understand how to split our application and setup a pdf server to manage 10'000> pdf documents generation at the same time.



Today during our monthly meeting, our dear Key Account Manager, said he's not selling  pdf generation to customers since one year at least, and he's not planning to sell it in the future.



Nobody knew about that apparently. We had also some demo guys showing actually the functionality to potential customers.



Also nobody believe me when I say we should start a project to monitor used functionalities in our application.



Just wasted one month of my fucking extra-time. Now I'm late with a lot of other tasks, apparently more urgent that the potential scalability issue of a functionality we don't use.



Key Account Manager rules.

Key Asshole Manager.



I think we should hire a Key fucking-COMMUNICATION Manager
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				            Fucking idiot designers providing design in .jpg and .pdf, how the fuck am I to know what padding or margin is to this element. and at the last moment, they ask to just to put down images as "patches" and make sure it's "clickable", man fuck this!
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				            No x-server, wayland. just drm and framebuffer. use computer just fine in this env. I can watch youtube and video. play music, play twitter, read rss, edit my program, surf a web, connect with other computer, view my image, read pdf with this freaking lightweight env.

Basicly, my super battery saver mode.

(want me to list all of these cli/tui app?)
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				            Designer: Can you turn a design into HTML/CSS for me?



Me: Sure just send me the design.



//Hands over 300dpi PDF created in InDesign...
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				            I still wonder why some certifications cost 200$+ just to answer some questions to get a PDF certificate without actually being trained or receiving studying material.
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				            Copy code from a word document because "his PDF wouldn't open" 😭
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				            every PDF file launches a virtual machine.
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				            Never work in IT support.

I just had to explain to a computer science professor how to open a PDF on an mac :O
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				            sr: XML is difficult format parse PDF instead.



me: (-_-)ゞ゛



checks code...



foo.fooBar = element

        .match("<XMLELement>(.*)</XMLElement>")[1]

        ?.trim();



me:  (☉_☉)
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				            Finished CZscheduler, an Android module part of CZenter.



It generates your daily schedule.



Export options are json, md, pdf



PDF output sample



------



This document was edited and uploaded directly with CZedit
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				            I am currently signing up for a college and need to accept some rules. First of all I have to accept some rules concerning some IT stuff. These rules should be found on their website. But they are nowhere to be found. At least they have a search function. Using this function I was able to find some old websites that did not even include the terms I searched for.

One search result pointed to a PDF viewer with the error message 'Failed to load PDF document.'. Assuming that the actual pdf document is somewhere referenced in the source, I open up the DevTools and search for 'pdf'. Quickly I found a fucked up URL ending in 'pdf'. Somehow the domain name repeated twice. This probably caused the prior mentioned error message. After copying and fixing the link I can finally read the (7 years old) rules.



Maybe this is a requirement to find these rules to be able to sign up.?
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				            be me.

be sad that you can't find your favorite Greek Food online.

offer your local Greek Restaurant that you do their web stuff.

make a nice modern website.

show it to the greek guy.



"Oh please look at this website, I like it more"

shows you a site build with tables, and menu-shortcuts only linked to pdf files.



cry in a corner.
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				            YIL (Yesterday, I learned) that, in Austria, digital signatures on documents (using a signature you can only get by verifying your identity, which can be done in person, or online but no I'm not making pics with my passport, ever) have the same value as handwritten signatures.



If someone provides you a PDF and tells you to print it out and sign it, you can just sign it on your PC and send the PDF back, and unless they explicitly told you not to do so (it can't be put in terms and conditions), they can't reject a signature provided in this way.
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				            Okay! Got my numpy pdf, theano pdf and my theano deep learning pdf! It’s time to get reading for 1111111111111111111111111111111111111 hours. Wow! I’m really getting deep into “deep learning” learning! Ok, I’ll quit now...
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				            At what point can I claim to not be a script kiddie anymore? 



Like, I've built compilers, and interpreters for an excel-like syntax, I refactored a pdf-parsing library from the ground up. I managed databases and wrote protocols for communicating with hardware.



But most of my experience is with python / nodejs / golang. It is only recently that I started playing with C and rust for actual efficient system code.
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				            A day spent fixing problems with a deprecated PDF - PHP library. :(
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				            Currently working on thesis:

Me:(Using iText to convert PDF Files to String)

Groupmate: I think the conversion makes our program slower.

M: Fine, I'll search for other libraries



M:(Finds Apache PDF Box and another open source PDF Util)



M:(Tests using nanotime then converted to seconds)



PDFBox: 24.3464 seconds

PDFUtil : 20.8365 seconds



iText : 7.937 seconds



:///////
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				            Did a wireframe walkthrough and a fellow dev ask,  "Which language is the app written in?" "Visio, exported to PDF ..." Guess it was a pretty good wireframe.
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				            Trying to get some information about a product:

1. Opening the manufacturers webpage, gets a crawler protection page presented, 30 kB

2. The actual website opens, 600 kB + an endless amount of javaScript.

3. Tries to download a PDF, a extra download page is opened, another 600 kB and even more JS.

4 Download the Download a PDF, 3 MB

5. Read the information in that PDF which would fit into 8 kB.
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				            A very cool overview of several recent studies of the COVID 19 pandemic on software developers. Taken from "A Tale of Two Cities: Software Developers Working from Home During the COVID-19 Pandemic" by D. Ford, M.-A. Storey, T. Zimmermann, C. Bird, S. Jaffe, C. Maddila, J. Butler, B. Houck, and N. Nagappan. https://arxiv.org/pdf/...
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				            I remember when I was fresh out of college and I had a shitty client that wouldn't shut up on how my design didn't look exactly like the 50 page PDF they sent over. So what did I do? I took each page of the PDF, made it a JPEG, and made each page in the site an image. THERES YOUR PIXEL PERFECT DESIGN!
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				            Why do I have 50 pdfs of books that teach me things that I will never be using? 

Assembly tutorial? Why?

Java tutorial? Hm... okay. Perhaps.

Python tutorial x10? But I could use docs!

C? Shit!

C++? Ugh...

C#? Seriously?!



I think it's the time to wipe out all files with .pdf extention :/
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				            hey do you know if there is a JavaScript libary for naming newly created files acording to user convention? Instead of "Unamed file".

Like [DATE]_[0000]_[NAME]_[SIZE].[Filetype] --> 20210708_0001_Pictureofme_1000x1000.jpg



There is a brand new service of the swiss post office that scans all your mail. But in the app it says only "unnamed document" for each new letter. 

I'd like to suggest them, that you can set up a naming convention for each new pdf to my liking.

thank you 🙂
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				            I got a PDF job description from a recruiter which has an invisible paragraph



> How to Apply

> Please send CV to opportunities@acme.com referring to the Integration Developer role.



acme being stand-in for the employer of course (_not_ the recruiter)



What does this even mean?
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				            "I need a way to create PDFs from word documents"

"OK, here's Cute PDF, just print to it"

"Great, how does this work with my pdf letterhead?"

"Oh, well that's different, we'll need to create a word template with the letterhead pieces from the PDF. Here you go."

"OK, how do I merge the word documents generated by my fuckmess of a CRM software system?"

"You can copy and paste it, or we can purchase this software for you that should be able to do it"

"Why didn't you install that software first? You guys are useless"



Alright buddy, fuck you too. I'll be sure to automatically assume that even though your initial email is a full, complete request, that there's more behind it and read your mind through the email going forward.
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				            why can't we take screenshots that include text? like a pdf. can't the os just detect where the text is off the application uses the standard library to draw out its text elements.
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				            Colleague: "Hey, how do you scan the document from the printer to my laptop?"



"Hey, how can you help me to open the pdf?"



..



Why are devs treated like office boys/girls
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				            Today we had a cryptolocker running through our file servers. The locker came from a mailicious e-mail from a strange address. The email contained a strange pdf file with an embedded docm file. 6 people out of a workplace of 80 opened that file. These people...
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				            >Be me.

>Apprentice dev, first real programming job.

>Excited to start work.

>Contract comes through.

>About what I expected, i.e. we own everything you make while working here.

>Sign and send the signed pages back.

>Next day...



>READ THESE 5 20 PAGE PDF BOOKLETS, DO PENSIONS, SIGN 3 DOCUMENTS, LET US LOOK UP YOUR DICK PICS AND EVERYTHING ELSE, GIVE US YOUR PASSPORT, AND SEND BACK THE ENTIRE CONTRACT.



>...ok.
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				            I was pretty upset at my loved one today. She asks me how to save a file into a PDF, so I explained how to print to PDF from chrome, pretty simple, good so far. Then...

-"Hey, the file has an 'e' for internet, will they need internet to open the file?"

-No, why would they?

-The file has an 'e'

-Did you name it 'e'?

-No, but it has an 'e' like internet

-... You mean the icon?

-Yes

-Right click, click on properties and change the default program to Adobe...

-Oh God, it's so complicated, I'll ask someone else to do it

-What? It's literally 2 clicks!

-Why does it need internet?

-It doesn't! It's just the default

-The what?

-Cheez! Doesnt matter, just go to properties and click on 'Change'

-Fine! Done now what?... Ooh...

-Now click on Adobe Acrobat

-Awesome! Thanks! Now it's fixed, I'm so glad because I'm about to send it on an email and I'm sure my boss would have thrown a fit if they weren't able to open it offline

-😒
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				            How to enable dark mode for every application in windows?

Simple....

1)Open "Magnifier"

2)Ctrl+Alt+I

3) Ctrl+Alt+F



Basically just inverts color but it's good enough for some text editor or reading fully white background excel,word or PDF which sometimes hurt my eyes at night especially...

Just don't use it for any movies please :D
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				            Ugh.. why is it so hard to extract data from a god damned PDF and put it in a god damned excel.  😲
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				            Their claim is "Innovation and Digital Marketing". They develop software, websites and apps... 



I've just clicked on the slider's CTA for Services... and I've got a PDF!!!
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				            Client: We need to support uploading doc, docx, all image formats and PDF to convert and combine everything into a PDF.

Me: lol. No. 



No way in hell am I going to try to convert docx to PDF in Java.
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				            So, I recently added a new feature to our app which allows the user to rotate/crop the image before being uploaded to our server, and we have an option to upload pdfs as well, so when I gave this feature (rotate/crop image) out for testing, the tester in our organization tells me where's the option to rotate the pdf? And I'm like where have you seen someone rotating a pdf? He's like that's the reason why we need to have it. And now the PM wants me to add that in the next release, after explaining them for 30 mins that pdfs don't rotate, they tell me to do a proper research on it and then revert. 🙃
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				            Work Rant, again.



Working on a project, it has a messages feature.

Currently it supports text messages and images.



The guy before me had to leave, so I was put in charge on this project, to develop it.. all alone...



Project Manager : "Please add PDF support to messages"



Me : "Sure its an easy task".



1 day later:

-Starts working on that feature

-PDF files can now be sent.

-Looks at the sent messages-

-Message is there but I... I cant see the PDF file-



Hmmmm...

Moments later I discover the entire system is non-modular... hard-coded images only support.

Fuck me.
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				            Guessing 'estimations' ! That is the worst by far ! Second ... xls or pdf exportations .
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				            Hi friends and others. There is a task I want to automate. I want to convert .docx files to .pdf and then minify those. Are there JavaScript libraries or npm- packages which can do that? Because I would like to use Gulp or Webpack for this task. I would not mind if external APIs are involved, but I would rather not use those if not required.



Pls share your wisdom. Bye.
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				            At the car workshop, the mechanics are trying to print some pdf from the net. It looks like the job is sent to the printer, but nothing comes out. Restart the printer: no luck. Restart the computer: no cookie. Open the pdf in chrome instead of IE: yep.
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				            WHAT COCKSUCKING LUNATICS DECIDED TO MAKE A PDF ONLY ABLE TO DOWNLOAD WITH JAVASCRIPT.



I CANT DOWNLOAD YOUR FUCKING PDFS TO SIGN BY TONIGHT BECAUSE ALL I HAVE IS MY IPad. WHICH DOESNT FUCKING HAVE JAVASCRIPT 



THERE IS A TIME AND A PLACE TO USE JAVASCRIPT AND THIS IS NOT ONE OF THEM. GO CASTRATE YOURSELF WITH A RUSTY KNIFE
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				            A colleague insists that I be part of a meeting with DHL so I would learn something extremely complicated that they would need an IT.

Me: they probably need network assistance and I am only being dragged 

 Figures it's just a PDF form to fill the requests for collection! And they needed a technician to learn how to f@&$! Fill a form
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				            This phising email I just received in my yahoo account almost got me fooled with the very convincing email design, but thankfully the culprit didn't smart enough to spoof his email address.

Ohh and they attach a suspicious pdf file too despite the message didn't say anything about attachment.

Apparently the spam detector in yahoo is not very good as this one was received in my main inbox.
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				            The most, laziest thing I've ever find was writing a program to read out loud the text from a PDF, because I was to lazy to actually read it, wanted to hear it instead...
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				            Getting requirements from my dad for a brochure for his company.

"Just make a pdf, 5-6 pages"

"You can take the pictures from these other two pdfs"

"Write some good sentences"

....

Help me.
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				            When you write LaTeX, do you code? Typeset? Program? Type random stuff so that in the end the PDF looks good enough to publish it?



I really feel like it's coding but it also is typesetting. Hmm, the questions of life!
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				            Be careful with scams. The last scam-looking thing I've seen pop up a lot is a mail from Paypal saying my account has been terminated due to a breaking a rule that encompasses a lot of different things (from scams to illegal activity).



I don't even use Paypal all that much so I knew this had to be a mistake. I just have a CardA that sometimes gives me trouble when paying online because the bank is kind of shit, but doesn't give me trouble when paying with it through Paypal.



Naturally, I'm curious about this. However all the details are in some mystery PDF attached.

At this point I just opened the PDF out of morbid curiosity in another machine. The mystery PDF contained a link to an external site where I could "view what was wrong". Naturally, I just deleted the file.



What tipped me off originally was the domain name. the mail didn't come from paypal.com, but paypal-live.com.
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				            !rant

For the brave souls among you... Email On Acid have made an excellent PDF guide on CSS animation in email.



No, that's not a typo! 😮💥



https://emailonacid.com/images/...
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				            They told me Xamarin Forms could create an app for many platforms

They didn't tell me that the Forms extensions for APIs would not work at all with the Android extensions, iOS extensions and I would need to reinstall them for each platform

They didn't tell me that at the end, I have to write individual code for each platform.

I was promised an all-in-one toolkit. I'm just writing code for Android and iOS apps, PLUS forms

I can't even find a reliable PDF generator for this. Documentations are outdated and don't work, either that, for it takes a million steps to generate a PDF file
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				            Fucking fuckwits! I sent a digital contract to sign online via hellobonsai.com. The client said he hadnt recieved it. After resending and pestering him he finally signed it, but not in the way a normal person would. He printed it out, all of it, signed it, scanned it and generated a pdf to which he emailed back to me. It would have taken 3 seconds to digitally sign it. I wondered if his secretary had done all the scanning and shit.
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				            Imagine a billion-dollar company fails to think of putting a simple "jump to page number" feature in their PDF reader.



Google Drive PDF reader for Android.
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				            Remember there’s somebody did accomplished `calculated 31.4 trillion digits of π `with CHUDNOVSKY FORMULA?

Kind of interesting…

https://arxiv.org/pdf/...
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				            instead of pdf :-|
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				            I hate my printer...

All day I was creating my CV, and I was creating it in Word from MS Office, in .docx extension...

I exported it to .pdf, it added margins, okay, I just need to live with it...

After that, I clicked `print` button in Word, so I wondered that will look the same as it was on preview before printing....but it wasn't...it looks horrible, even if I choose the black-white option, and all my work fucked up 'cuz stupid printer doesn't want to help me, fuck you my printer, I'll buy better one soon...
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				            I started an e2e encrypted Dropbox clone, meaning file names and contents get encrypted client side prior to uploading. It also has a fairly advanced system for sharing links to files etc. But I got stuck at PDF previews which can't be generated on the server cause the file can't be decrypted there and I never finished it.
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				            Is there any extension for visual studio code that allows markdown to be exported as proper linked TOC PDF? I have tried now atleast 5 different combinations, pandoc, convert markdown etc. and they all produce either really non matching content (pandoc) or don't link the table of contents right. (but atleast show the content 1:1 of what the preview is..)
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				            Today at work I started doing 1 month old task with production problem. 



First of all why now ?

Because I already fixed all the other urgent production problems I had during last month, done about 4 deployments of those super urgent errors.

Now I can start with not trivial one that are pending for quite time. 

I am the only backend developer in this project ...



This is a dtp application and the problem is that we are not verifying if we got all fonts embedded in customer provided pdf files.



We are generating high quality images of those pdf for printing just fine from the beginning but now we need valid PDF with all fonts embedded in it. ( don’t ask me why I am only a hammer in this process )



After running simple test using python script against database it turned out we have over 500 broken PDF files without fonts.



So I guess I have just one sentence to say about it.



Fuck you PDF format for not being strict and allowing this shit.
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				            Fuck Apache TIKA.

Its supposed to be a "universal file reader" or some shit. Im trying to use it as a PDF/image parser that does OCR when needed and yelds a full-file string. It does so, but the text ends up being IN THE WRONG FUCKING ORDER.

WTF would I want to parse the text out of a PDF in any order that is not the one the text is supposed to be read?!?!

"It is more efficient to work in random ordering", says the docs. No shit, really? Wouldn't it be even more efficient to just spit out random strings? Just as useful and 100% CPU-bound.

"You can add a property to forcefully put the text in the right order". THEN WHY THE FUCK IT IS NOT THE DEFAULT SETTING?

Srsly, what's the use case to a parser that yields scrambled text?!?
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				            About a decade ago I built a force download script, to get the browser to download the script instead of trying to open it in a new window (eg pdf), all you had to do was pass in the location of the file and it would download it regardless. i didnt put any restrictions in place, so you could download all the server files etc!!! Needless to say i fixed it ASAP
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				            I'm supposed to find why a pdf is not generated correctly. But here is the problem :



I don't have access to the production to see the bug and the pdf they gave me is different to the ones I generated myself. But ! It's not over : 

My local version does not generate the same pdf as the acceptance testing version !



So here I am, with three different pdf and only the possibility to modify the local one, where the bug isn't.
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				            cropBox, mediaBox, bleedBox, artBox, trimBox



Thanks pdf format it’s a pleasure working with you.
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				            How I get screenshots in an email from the guy I work with.



First, get a screenshot of the issue. Next, print it. Then, upload the printed screenshot as a PDF. Finally, compose email and attach the uploaded PDF.
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				            Any good recommendations for creating PDFs with Python? ReportLab seems powerful, but a steep learning curve. Looked at a couple other options quickly.



Side note...for as popular as PDFs are...it is surprisingly difficult to create them.
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				            Seriously anything mozilla developers touch turns to shit, what the fuck, pdf.js was working just fine before, rendering a pdf in under half a second, now it visibly fucking does a tv scan loading a 100x100 pdf, good job you fucking cunts, you did it again, same you did to vanilla firefox, you did to pdf.js, not to mention that they fucking change their variables that the library exposes every fucking week.
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				            I am studying Python..I’m getting frustrated with this…but I can’t let it go..these dudes don’t make it easier to learn.I’d just stick with this pdf
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				            !advert

To all indian ranters, print your pdf programming literature using printster.in or from there mobile app, prices are really cheap.
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				            Ahhh i don't even want to remember... Dynamic text interpreter that will translate a PDF+excel to a dynamic data structure that will accommodate any changes... Where is my gun again?!
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				            Does anyone know any offline program like jsonresume to create pdf resumes..? It seems jsonresume is broken, and everytime i try it builds a pdf with no theme at all.. 



I need a resume where space is not wasted and i dont want to rewrite the entire css to make that happen. Suggesting a specific jsonresume theme i.e. style.css and .hdr file would also help because i found a blog where it was explained how to build a html resume using these..



And is there any offline html to pdf converters ?
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				            Actually good and free pdf generation for each and every language. 



Preferably from html and it should understand css3 standards as well as js
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				            Would putting a website that helps people download pdfs/ebooks for free (aka illegally) on my portfolio/resume be a stupid idea?
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				            I’ve developed a love/hate relationship with wkhtmltopdf. 



I’ve also apparently lost the ability to sleep properly.  



These may be related things.
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				            - Need a module to work with PDFs

- npm install

- But wait, that requires some dependencies

- And those dependencies require more dependencies

- Python not found

- Issues with env variables and wsl

*Bajillion hours later*

- poppler-qt5 not found

What the hecc is a poppler and why do I need it?

:/
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				            RIP cisco test.... 

Teach told us that we're writing an exam of the topic 5.1.4...something, ok, I downloaded the files (packet tracer, PDF). 20 minutes after I realized that I was working on the wrong one, coz it was actually 5.2.something, soooo I fucked up half of the time (a lession is about 40 mins) and when I finally finished I saved the PDF where my answers were given, uploaded it and when I checked it I saw the raw document.

I fucked this up reeaal baad.... I can't even focus on a fucking easy task now, I have to calm down
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				            In a class right now. The rants are more interesting than what the professor is teaching! 

How our professors teach: 

Step 1: Open up a PDF of the subject book. 

Step 2: Read everything line-by-line. 

Step 3: "Refer the internet". 



Yeah, because I don't have the book to read the shit you're teaching.
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				            not used to this on windows

Operation Successful...



Why do professors need .doc files? Pdf works too. I don't know how to use windows. Give me linux.
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				            JP University Bihar publishes it's result online as a PDF document which contains result of 1000+ students.

Also the PDF documents are generally scanned copy of printed document. 

What's the point of uploading result online when I can't even use ctrl+f to find a particular roll number. 

Better stick to the wall, it will be more convenient.
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				            TLDR;

Side project update.



Made simple nlp library in python and published it’s first version to open source.

Now I can feed it with parsed pdf text.

See rant https://devrant.com/rants/2192388/...



Why ?

Cause during reading book about nltk I couldn’t find simple extendible way to provide support for polish language and I wanted to abstract stemming, word normalization, tokenizer etc. so I can provide ex. different conditions for separate text files and don’t write much code what is an asset when you work solo.



It’s about 12GB of pdf public accessible law data I am trying to handle ( at first ) which is about 35000 files from last 90 years.



So far I automated downloading web pages and pdf documents from them. Extracting data from web pages and saving it to database. Extracting text from pdf files. I have about 5-6 projects to do all of it above maybe at the end I will put it to some workflow manager like Luigi  or just run it by cronjob.



First thing for website version 1.0 part is find correlation between all documents inside law text using nlp library by building custom conditions. Then just generate directory structure and html files with links between documents.



Website version 2.0 is already in my mind but it will be creepy to make it and will take at least 1-2 months and I want to publish fast.



I have some pdfs with only images instead of text and tesseract worked quite good with them so maybe I will try to process them when everything go live.



Learned a lot about pdf as now I know that font in pdf is not always providing unicode characters ( stupid form of obfuscation) so when you extract text you need to build glyph vector to text map for every font.

Pdf is full vector representation - just like svg - what is logic if you think a bit and know that some printers are running using postscript.



Let’s hope next update will be about flutter mobile app which started all of shit above. It’s almost ready ( except getting data from api I am trying to do and logo for release version ). It’s last piece of puzzle.
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				            I am implementing an API. How do I know what to do? Read the docs! Unless... there's none on the website. Asked by email and they could provide a PDF, which contains some graphics which you're free to interpret ... 

Machine readable description? Nope.

How do I get to know about updates to the API? *blank stare*
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				            It has been 2 years ( counting this ) since our programming teacher reads a PDF and thinks we just understands what he want to say. 



Like the other year, lets search for books and videos to learn by my own. 



First Java, now PHP.
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				            Some professors at my university just come to the class and read out the pdf/slides.



Now I know how came the idea of Audio Books and Text-to-speech PDF readers !!!
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				            PM show's me a brouchure for a client. And said can you make open animation in PDF? Like unfold.. We want it for tomorrow. Hhahahahaha
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				            I need to use the ugly Windows to create a dammit dynamic pdf file because the Adobesoftware isnt avaiable for Macintosh...

#FirstWorldProblems
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				            we're seriously still using EPS files in 2024?



i don't have tooling for this BECAUSE I'M NOT A FUCKING BOOMER!
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				            I fkig cry when a fkig pdf book of fkig 420 pages dont got none pages numeration so i gutta memorize the fkg page number and fikg write that down in my god damn notes yo who even does ths



frustrating💦



Also since i dont got none fkig 2 hours of fkig waiting time to post another fkig rant ill write it now



I fkig love breathing air💆♂️



🌬💨



💨💨💨
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				            Gotta say, while being a bit of a mess. The PDF standard is kinda beautiful.
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				            Does anyone of you ever generate PDF documents under Android?



It is a task in our current project and I don't find a lot (usable) libraries out there. Our first try was iText but under iText 7.1 they no longer support Android 6.
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				            Lol if Google keeps at this they'll end up introducing trade house style record keeping policies to the IT industry.



https://ia601707.us.archive.org/28/...

[PDF, plaintiffs' response regarding Google's destruction of evidence]



I can't believe that Epic Games is being the voice of the people, but here we are.
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				            Docraptor is my forever problem in PDF generation. :(
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				            I have to build a webapp in a month that parses through PDFs and inputs data into the right places for at least 3 different PDF documents. We would have had more time but so many delays in the class has led to this shit show being accelerated. I'm not ready.
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				            What's the best resource (curriculum, pdf, video download link...) you suggest to teach an online class which is a whatsapp group/telegram channel web design. - HTML, CSS, Javascript then build some sample website. Please let suggestions be whatsapp or telegram friendly. 



 PS. I'm in a country where internet connection is expensive.
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				            1) Simple, secure and powerful technology for website user interface design which will replace HTML, CSS and JS.



2) Simple and practical technology to be able to utilize HTML for all kinds of documents which will replace paper page based document formats like PDF and Word.



3) One technology for native mobile app development to rule them all. So that it's not necessary to use HTML and JS.
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				            I have been in work 25 minutes before my colleague asks me to help him save and email a file to someone, AGAIN. I have showed them so many times how to do it but they keep losing the file (saving it to the local disk rather than network so they cant find it then forgot how to export the file as a PDF)
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				            New forum post! "Here are some useful links:"

- useful link

- semi-useful link

- link to some random URL, hosting a PDF of the print view of a Wikipedia article, from 2007(???)
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				            Spent an hour on the phone with my dad because I needed him to scan and email a PDF. Literally no idea how to use a scanner, he got incredibly agitated as we worked through it, but the fax machine? Well that device is just human ingenuity at its finest apparently because that's would've saved him this headache! 



Dad I don't even own a fax machine you wouldn't be able to fax it to me anyways.
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				            markdown4documentation is a tool that can either convert a single markdown file, a complete directory or a complex structure to HTML or PDF. You can choose between several build-in themes (called templates) or define a custom theme.

				            
				            

				        
				        

				        
				        
				            
				            Existing open source project
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				            Why would the origin point in the PDF coordinate system is at the bottom left of the page? Why?
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				            So after 5 days of trying to figure out why the fuck nemID (danish online id) is a piece of shit and doesn't want to show the pdfs I'm sending, so that they can be fucking signed, I've finally found a way to produce pdfs that it doesn't choke the fuck out on.

Just fucking open the fucking pdf in fucking Acrobat and fucking print it to a fucking pdf using fucking Microdick print to pdf... TWICE! WTAF?

So guess what I'll be creating an API for today... 



Also fucking give me a proper error code when your shit doesn't work! Why the fuck are you sending me an error code stating that the checksum doesn't match, when 1) I didn't fucking send you one in the first place and 2) it doesn't work because you fucks didn't implement the entire fucking pdf spec! So when my fucking pdf contains some fucking pdf-element that you decided was to hard to implement a web view for, tell me that!
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				            I hate it when your Googling and you see what could be the answer to your problem within the summary but when you click the link it's nowhere on the page. I understand webpages change but this just happened with a PDF. WTF?
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				            Oh, so when i want to open an attached pdf document in an email received and read in Outlook, I must install Outlook. Sounds reasonable.
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				            Any source code or program to print 

selected portion sections of a pdf file on a web page? For example you only wana print some part on a PDF file.... Any nerd out here to help?
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				            Okay so we have PDF and EPUB. What's the difference and which one is better?
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				            Pdf generator in js
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				            Finished making a snake game in PDF. The standard is deprecated and every other function was broken. Even getting Docker to work in Windows didn't feel as good.
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				            sams teach yourself c in 21 days

i printed all 600 or so pages from the pdf and practiced a whole summer during high school
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				            I'd love to get into a career within the cyber security industry.



Anyone got advice?



I've played around with Kali/Parrot and setup a proxmox box to perform pen testing and have a fair number of PDF ebooks and audio books on networks, security and pen testing
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				            Woke up with the plan to read a 2 page pdf and an appointment at 6pm. Was looking forward to relaxing in the sunny weather today. But somehow the universe had to stop me from it. After 4 hours of doing other important stuff that suddenly came up, i still don't know when I will find time to even read those fucking 2 pages.
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				            So we are nearly in 2018 yeah...



Today I received a "web design" and mockups were exported (by a design agency), in pdf...



That is too much for me. I take my day off.
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				            Client: bug: downloading invoice pdf filename is F0000%20client%20project.pdf, fix this!



Dev: Safari browser has this problem since 2014, options are installing chrome on mac or saving file as F0000_client_project.pdf



Client: no, fix this!



Dev: 😫
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				            So, there is this one client, who wants a website to be made for his hardware shop, and wants the inventory display and has given me their brochure's  PDF and that fucking PDF contains Images and no text and he fucking expects me to write that shit down >:( 

Tried all techniques to get text from the brochure , parser , OCR , everything.

None worked.

And the PDF is 100 pages long and I'm dire need of money .

FML :(
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				            Been trying to scrap Microsoft's docs page for a while now for offline reference, but its been hell. Tried Httrack Copier, Internet Download Manager, Scrapbook e.t.c but it just doesn't do it well. I gave up two months ago. Was looking at the docs today again and saw a link at the bottom that says 'Download PDF'. I almost cried.
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				            I need little bit help. I am noob in react native. 



I am creating a app which show pdf, all pdf are store in a web server. 



I want to start downloading all those PDF in background when app start. So user does not have to wait it to download when he/she/it click on it. 



Also, I am not good with redux yet. I am still learning it. And this application does not have redux implemented. 



So please, can you explain how can I achieve this?
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				            Best pdf editor for free?
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				            Am just looking to buy my first printed book for C#! 

Till yet I was learning C# from internet resources like video tutorials and Pdf books.

But now am going to buy a printed book so that I can carry that with me and can read on the go.

So can you please guys suggest me any c# book to buy.

I decided to buy the C# complete reference. But still I need some suggestions from you all.
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				            Once one my teachers asked me to write the code for insertion sort and mail her as she didn't know how to do it. OK, whatever. And then she asked me to send it as pdf or word file. I gave up.
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				            Nobody thought about the scenario, where you received your vax certificate via pdf on your phone and wanted to register the qr code that was inside it? Like using a screenshot of the code or the pdf itself? The covid app on my phone demands to scan a qr code using my phone's camera. Understandable, if you receive the code on a piece of paper. But what about doing it this way too?
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				            I do not like it but I am forced to ask a tech question because my friend google has no idea how to solve this problem...

So, I have a pdf with a bunch of points with a number inside. I have to produce a list of numbers with X and Y coordinate of the point. 

What I have tried: convert pdf to HTML and extract the position of divs / completely failed because a lot of points were distorted, mixed up, contained more numbers, etc, it's just not precise enough after conversion.
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				            is there a Go module for editing Flat Open Document Text? I'll like to edit placeholder text from a fodt file and send the results to thecodingmachine/gotenberg to convert the file to a PDF
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				            Has anyone heard of pretotyping? I recently read the PDF on their website (www.pretotyping.org I think) and it seems to make sense for small indie apps. 



Thoughts?
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				            Whenever someone comes to me with an idea that will "make tons of money" i ask them if they have any concrete proof that people are interested in their idea. 



If they say no, I point them to the pdf book on the downloads page of pretotyping.org
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				            @Wisecrack

Dude, it seems someone has actually done 1bit Quant for a transformer model:



https://arxiv.org/pdf/...
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				            I am now working on some pdf generating, trying to create pdf/a conforming documents and oh boy, what an ugly world that is.. not only there are some nontrivial requirements for the documents, but the only suitable (and expensive) library we could find so far for this is poorly documented, has horrible interface (for a simple programmer who "just wants to create a pdf, man") and even the stackoverflow cannot help with some issues.. fml
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				            Finally done implementing this fuck shit API...



As pr my last rant, I had to implement an API that prints a document twice using "Microsoft Print to PDF"... Turns out that's a shit task, who would have thunk 😑

This is one big ass Calvinball game and I'm not a fan, but if that's the shit you have to do, then I guess I'll try to make it resilient...
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				            Getting something working that you've been stuck on for two weeks, despite telling the client, your pm and your boss that there is a much easier and quicker way to do it that doesn't involve downloading over 1000 pngs and storing them as base64 strings to form a massive pdf, damn android and it's lack of native pdf viewing
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				            (found on a german blog)



Apparently the DoD saw itself in the need of writing a document to assist at detecting agile bs.



https://media.defense.gov/2018/Oct/...
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				            I'm trying to generate a PDF from a website (https://devhints.io/react) on Ubuntu, but the two packages I tried (htmldoc and htmltopdf) both split the code at onto separate pages. I'm trying to have the code blocks on one page or start a new page and then have the title of the code block and the code block.



Any ideas?
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				            Working on a xslt just to change a single character in an invoice. The system I use does not have the euros sign...

Because fuck manually editing the pdf every month.

Fun.
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				            Any1 to direct to me a Writing API For Dummies pdf
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				            !rant



If you're into compilers AND AI, check out Glow Compiler.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/...

Explains the idea well, casual read, almost no math just clean code examples and lots of easy reading explaining the ideas and theory behind it.



You can find the project at https://github.com/pytorch/glow   and and also  https://ai.facebook.com/tools/glow/
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				            got a client who wants me to "stream pdf files instead of serving them so users cant download or print them".



as far as I know this is impossible. but he replied we dont care if an IT guy figured out a way to get it but we want majority of normal people to be unable to figure a way around it.



if im gonna need to show ms word  and pdf files i will need an iframe or object embed and i cant disable right clicks or listen on ctrl s / p. 



any ideas or should i not go for the project :(
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				            Can anybody explain why in C# when using string.Format("{0:C}", myNumber);

results in a string with special characters used for spacing instead of the normal space character.



This caused a issues in the PDF I was generating and I'm wondering why the special characters.
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				            What's wrong here? 

.

.

.

.

.

.

And now, can anybody explain to me why this is happening only with this pdf?
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				            From weird set of stored procedures to html to PDF to being a blob in a database ... I mean, sure, but why ... who comes up with that ... and why do I have to make it work
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				            Wrote a hybrid event calendar pdf generation js thingy. At first I just thought I could use the standard outlook calendar view export pdf api which sucked btw, mines is better
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				            Single threaded PDF converter.  Sounds productive.  😕
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				            When it's 2020 and you still have to deal with fucking FPDF in legacy
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				            Win of the day:



Generate a pdf file inside Firebase environment.
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				            Convert any SlideShare slide into PDF format in one click. Time pass project



https://slidesharepdfdownloader.herokuapp.com/...
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				            I’ve been trying to work smarter and not harder. 



I’ve been applying to internships with my cover letter and resume. 



My cover letter is pretty generic so I only need to change the company name and company position for each application. 



Used to do this all manually through google docs but I just wrote a cool script



Using bash, I ask for the company name and position, and then I just generate and compile a latex version of my cover letter with those parameters updated. 



Then, the pdf of my cover letter is combined with the pdf of my resume. 



After that, the pdf of my application goes into a directory in my career folder so I have a record of it. 



This has saved me so much time lol I’m happy I took the time to figure this out
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				            I'm comming today with another small app that i develop with JS



The app take students data and generate their report card in pdf format



This is the link for the demo



https://youtu.be/sN2y8hfta5U
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				            Me [as Android guy for years] getting an iPad and navigating on the internet.

*Finds an interesting PDF file* Wow let's download it for later.



WHAAAAAT DEF... it's just a PDF download, why it should take all of this???
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				            Oracle Java on Mac and JabRef are the reasons I have to move my reference library (> 1000 entries including 12GB of full text pdf files) to another reference manager.



Any suggestions?
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				            "The employee handbook has gone paperless starting this year to help the environment! Please print out the acknowledgement form and deliver to HR that you acknowledge receiving the enclosed PDF of the handbook."
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				            Hi guys ......here I got a new problem 

I have to parse the pdf table and extract that value in each cell .

The cell may contain more than one  lines I need whole text in one cell as one string.

Is there any idea....any idea may helpfull 

Thank you
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				            I was asked by one of our project managers to create a new big API for a customer.. Next day I found out that he already sent a PDF (that he copied somewhere) to the client, containing documentation of the API before I even wrote a single line of code 🤐
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				            Imagine 2030 - The decade ahead



https://dbresearch.com/PROD/...
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				            So here's my question. To print PDF's is better doing via Backend or Frontend? I've been testing and for me, both have some pros and cons, but I want to listen to u guys.
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				            Can we say that "a basic website is a type of app that serves documents", implying a website is more specific than an app, and the most common type of data served is in the form of a document (html, pdf, json, xml).



I'm trying to see how this argument does for/against flat-file cms'es in specific/ general cases per type of app/ website.
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				            I simply adore the pairing of Org-mode and pandoc. I was able to write up something super quick and format it beautifully for my friend in a PDF without hardly any extra work!
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				            Recommendation for what type of html5 templates to search in order to define a description of a project. Simple 5 tabs with a login panel  for pdf access.
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				            Crypto Thesis For 2020 - Messari Research 



https://messari.io/pdf/...
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				            I like to learn about installing 3G and 4G systems. Like nokia and huawie...

Any pdf or picture or movie will be useful...

:)
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				            Obviously ai and autodocument recognition and data extraction is not usable yet

Excepting when it's a pdf not a scanned document or image 

Ocr may be but shift the whole.image or bend it or remove a border from some white out

And then handwritten
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				            I tried returning a view without a layout in net core. I tried printing to pdf, printed successfully but was only on a page and ignored all other contents
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				            I'm a beginner in python, looking for some tutorials and interview questions with examples. Would be great if can suggest some good website/pdf for learning. thanks
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